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An oasis of emotions, feelings as a highlight for your event  

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Since hunderts of years, the legendary stories from 1001 Nights around the 

world are known. The well-known Orient with its stories and magic images 

from cultures long time gone, but still present in the music and dance. Stories 

and myths of countless adventures. Ethnic groups, which until today have not 

lost their character in music and art. In this sense, we have put together a 

selection of artists and music groups for your event. Experience high art and 

enjoyment for your event! A sensory oasis of emotions and a high-level 

experience with music, dance and art of the traditional, classic style of the 

Orient as a wonderful offer waiting to be experienced. Be it as a full program 

or as a part of the program for your event 

 

A collaboration with the producer of the legendary SUFI Festival in Israel 

Gil Ron Shama (Gil Ron Shama Ensemble) and the successful event Organizer 

Alain Maor (Kaya Promotions) from Switzerland / Costa Rica. Co-promoter in 

Switzerland Stefan Pfander (Vivamos / Atelier Terra) makes the art from the 

centuries-old traditions tangible for every kind of event!  
 

  

 GIL RON SHAMA   ALAIN MAOR STEFAN PFANDER OFRI ZIDNER 

 

On request, any form of programs for your event can be realized. With early 

agreement, the programs are fully availeble in their original composition. This 

should be done at least 4 months before the scheduled event. Of course, 

shorter-term offers from the artists, which in this case not in full formation 

of the original cast occur, but replaced with guest musicians as support  

 



 

ARTISTIC GROUPS 

 

GIL RON SHAMA ENSEMBLE 

 

 

Gil Ron Shama is a musician, music producer, artist and ambassador of open 

hearted music and goodwill. He is one of the founders and lead singer of 

'Sheva', a unique world music ensemble with Muslim and Jewish members. 

Gil's main theme is to integrate both Hebrew and Arabic music styles, songs, 

traditions to promote peace between the conflicting countries and the world. 

Gil Ron Shama is a major promoter of the legendary SUFI FESTIVAL in the 

heart of the Orient - a 1001 night event of highest class : 
 

 

The Gil Ron Shama Ensemble is on a world tour every year to share their art 

and show with Sufi dance to pass on the deep meaning of this art to the 

people. Happy, colorful, inspired by the ancient traditions and the 

combination of old and new form - a unique experience for all ages 

 



 

BAND Gil Ron Shama Ensemble is an acoustic ensemble, 6-9 musicians. 

The performance is an exciting, ethnic musical journey, including sacred sufi 

music. The profound Hebrew poetry connects the group artistically with North 

African and Arabic dance music 

 

AS WORKSHOP - master classes of the ensemble: Learn Sufi Chants / Songs, 

Kabbalistic Music, Middle Eastern Percussion, getting to know the instruments 

 

THE DIWAN PROJECT BY GIL RON SHAMA 

 

The Diwan Project is a revival of the sacred, ancient tradition of the Levites 

through Piyut and prayer. The Diwan project creates a very sensual 

connection between the choir, the audience and the musicians who become a 

whole in the way of the event as an experience of the magic of the Orient. The 

rich culture of Diwan; Consisting of Song and Piyut (sacred poetry & prose) is 

a heritage that has a profound influence on the creative activity and 

songwriting of the people of Israel, which has been preserved to this day. 

Women and men, young and old, even children - all take part in the divan 

and sing and pray together in this tradition. This can be experienced in depth 

at this event and also acts as a great inspiration for events 
 

 

GIL RON SHAMA ENSEMBLE PREVIEW : 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAHV0T2cgkA 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBcVK5Idm-s 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAHV0T2cgkA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBcVK5Idm-s


 

EL BANAT 

 

DIWAN EL BANAT as a basic constellation of the group, 3 women are the 

headliners of the band, which skilfully combines the tradition of the saz (side 

instrument) of the holistic oriental music world with modern music. Highly 

talented singers and selected texts from ancient texts enliven the sensuality of 

the listener and also invite to dance and take part in the show. Diwan el 

Banat is playing as an acoustic trio or band and is touring throughout Europe 

during the summer 

 

The manager of the band also offers workshops on the instrument SAZ 

 

EL BANAT PREVIEW : 

 

https://www.facebook.com/676314042435823/videos/1593476127386272/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=l5AxKYFa6TY 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/676314042435823/videos/1593476127386272/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=l5AxKYFa6TY


 

QAWWALIYA 

 

 

The group QAWWALIYA founded by Yaron Peer as songwriter and headliner 

of the group combines traditional songs from Persia, Arab countries with the 

Jewish music culture. Their specialty is the deep song of the initiation songs of 

the QawwaliYa. Yaron Peer is a very talented, inspired artist who writes his 

own lyrics and sets himself up with various projects  
 

 

 

QAWWALIYA / YARON PEER PREVIEW : 

 

qawwali flamenco Darbietung 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVMuIW5TjzI 

 
 

qawwaliya LIVE am Sufi festival) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLma8tN8blQ 

 
 

sarangi meditation + workshops 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Muk1QN-yNk8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVMuIW5TjzI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLma8tN8blQ
https://deref-gmx.net/mail/client/AFRayIKsgvI/dereferrer/?redirectUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DMuk1QN-yNk8


 

 

DIWAN SAZ – TRADITIONAL  

 

 

DIWAN SAZ is a creative music ensemble that skilfully applies the intuitive 

flow of rhythm, traditonal flutes and original songs from Israel, Turky and 

other oriental countryes. The deep music expresses itself as an inspiring art to 

the listener. Naughty, fresh and with a lot of charm the professional group, 

play their set to the higher good and joy and enthusiasm of the audience 

 

DIWAN SAZ PREVIEW : 
 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=diwan+saz&docid=60803504132150

6505&mid=02264656F725BA22FD5D02264656F725BA22FD5D&view=d

etail&FORM=VIRE 

 

 

COURSES / WORKSHOPS 

 

High quality workshops on selected instruments and dance can be offered by 

all artist groups. We will gladly give you information via e-mail. Preference 

here has ALAIN MAOR, as an official contract partner and promoter in the 

Orient, Switzerland / Europe and Costa Rica. When booking a single group, 

this advantage is to book in advance 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=diwan+saz&docid=608035041321506505&mid=02264656F725BA22FD5D02264656F725BA22FD5D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=diwan+saz&docid=608035041321506505&mid=02264656F725BA22FD5D02264656F725BA22FD5D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=diwan+saz&docid=608035041321506505&mid=02264656F725BA22FD5D02264656F725BA22FD5D&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


 

 

 

COSTS / APPEARANCE 

 

The fees of the groups are different depending on size and name recognition. If 

you are interested in a cooperation, we ask you to send us a mail to which 

groups of artists / combination of groups you have a contract negotiated. For 

tours of several events, there are of course agreements in the price of flight, 

subsistence, accommodation, food, etc. 

 

We are happy to put together a whole program on the subject. The entire 

ORIENTAL MAGICS PROGRAM will be presented in the same way as the 

pictures and link shown above, such as the SUFI FESTIVAL in ISREAL with 

dance, music and cultural program as a complete package. Individual concerts 

and performances can be booked. The groups often tour in Europe in the 

summer - the airfare can be reduced to a minimum share per person 

depending on the contract. Following an agreement with the management by 

mail, an offer follows and, consequently, a binding, written contract with the 

agency. All additional costs of the artists are additionally charged by the 

organizer of the concerts / events and if necessary organized themselves. Of 

course we are happy to help you, depending on the contract and promo / 

Sound engeneering. In addition to the fees you have to pay: 

 

Travel Costs / Airplane Tickets / Band costs * 

Meals / stay / accommodation / insurance in charge of the organisator 

 

* Varies depending on the booking status of the events – Band Leaders 

(about 800 Dollar per person + instruments per group – depends of wich 

country they come from and wich airways)  

 

* Band costs depending of the size of the booked musicians / dancers – Regular 300-

400 Dollar per person and performance for a main concert and an extra show or 

solo performance. Diwan Saz 6000 Dollar / Gilron Shama Ensemble & 



Qawalliya 12 000 Dollar as full performance. Opportunity is to reduce the 

Groups to play on stage. Some groups bring theyr own sound engineer – to 

work out in the contract extra price 

 

CONTACT 

 

 

 

  

KAYA PROMOTIONS VIVAMOS 

Alain «Aladin» Maor Stefan Pfander 

www.kayanam.weebly.com www.vivamos.ch 

twister-alan@gmx.ch  

056 (0) 64490080 (Costa Rica) 
  

 

 


